
TREATMENT / DETAILED SHOOTING PLAN TO GIVE TO ANDREA

Storyline a one or two line description of the action in your film, i.e: “A Beijing millennial and 
leading advocate for China’s Zero waste movement, reduces her trash to a single jarful in a year” 

Synopsis & character – 2-3 (short) paragraphs description of the general outline of your story. 
Include the main character - what do they want, what drives them? Is something keeping them 
from their goal? What kind of personality are they and how might you reveal and develop 
character? Also include details of the major, visuals and action that the film will capture and 
focus on. What are the main locations and scenes you will record. What are the main questions 
you want to explore? What is the conflict / dilemma / challenge or struggle that the character 
faces? Does the story reflect a bigger trend or issue, if so what’s the context? (Please give 
supporting facts via hyperlinks). 


Visual Elements – what visuals will you film? What activities, scenes and events will you film with 
the character? How are you going to film for different scenes, for example, with a DSLR or a 
drone or a GoPro? Also include any interesting or unique elements of storytelling that you plan to 
implement such as time-lapse, hyper lapse, tracking shots, stop motion etc…


Interview – how do you plan to record your interview? Stationary? Or mic up / booming and walk 
and talk? Or a mixture of both? Do you have an idea of the locations of the interview? Will you 
need / take any lighting or reflectors? One camera or two? How will you record the audio?


Audio – briefly in a sentence or two - how do you plan to record your ambient audio? Are there 
any strong audio opportunities? 


Story Structure – a brief outline of how your story will play out structurally, include scenes and 
the information that will be relayed in each section. Do you have some ideas for what the first 
really strong visuals might be? Think beginning, middle and end. Hook, Exposition, Conflict / 
Tension, Climax, Resolution, Kicker. What’s the mood of the film? What do you want your 
audience to go away thinking, knowing or feeling?



